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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
Disconnect connectors are supplied to plug into your steering column. Install 8 position MALE connector on the wires from your wiring kit. Install terminal F on each wire from your turn signal switch
and plug into the supplied 8 position FEMALE connector G, matching wire functions with the wires from this kit.Be sure to SOLDER all connections! Install the remaining wires as follows:
WIRE COLOR

CIRCUIT

INSTALLATION

YELLOW

LEFT REAR TURN

DK GREEN

RIGHT REAR TURN

LT BLUE

LEFT FRONT TURN

LT BLUE

LEFT TURN SIGNAL INDICATOR

DK BLUE

RIGHT FRONT TURN

DK BLUE

RIGHT TURN SIGNAL INDICATOR

ORANGE
(brake sw)

BRAKE SWITCH FEED IN

ORANGE

DOME / CTSY LAMP FEED

WHITE

BRAKE SWITCH

LT BLUE

THIRD BRAKE LIGHT

BLACK

HORN GROUND

PURPLE

TURN SIGNAL FLASHER

BROWN

HAZARD FLASHER

Install terminal C on one end of wire and install in connector D at location shown on sheet 1. Route and
connect this wire to your left rear directional light , using terminal A and connector B. (Your mating wire from your
turn signal switch must be the wire that activates the left rear turn signal.)
Install terminal C on one end of wire and install in connector D at location shown on sheet 1. Route and
connect this wire to your right rear directional light , using terminal A and connector B. (Your mating wire from
your turn signal switch must be the wire that activates the right rear turn signal.)
Terminate this wire with the shorter LT BLUE (left dash ind) wire below using terminal C on one end of wire and (longer wire)
install in connector D at location shown on sheet 1. Route and connect the longer light blue wire to your left front
turn signal light, using terminal A and connector B. (Your mating wire from your turn signal switch must be the
wire that activates the left front turn signal.)
After terminating this wire with the longer LT BLUE (left front turn) wire above, this wire can be routed through the (short wire)
gauge disconnect connectors from bag 500353. Follow the instructions from that bag to connect to the left
indicator lamp.
Terminate this wire with the shorter DK BLUE (right dash ind) wire below using terminal C on one end of wire and (longer wire)
install in connector D at location shown on sheet 1. Route and connect the longer dark blue wire to your right
front turn signal light, using terminal A and connector B. (Your mating wire from your turn signal switch must be
the wire that activates the right front turn signal.)
After terminating this wire with the longer DK BLUE (right front turn) wire above, this wire can be routed through (short wire)
the gauge disconnect connectors from bag 500353. Follow the instructions from that bag to connect to the right
indicator lamp.
Terminate one end of this wire with the terminal A and connector B. (Note: if using interior lamps, this wire will
double with the orange wire below using terminal E and connector B.) Plug this wire into your brake switch.
Route the other end of this wire to the panel and insert it into the "STOP/DOME" location on the panel.
(NOTE: Only use this wire if your vehicle will have interior lamps.) Terminate as noted above, and route this wire
(12V battery fused) to your dome and/or courtesy lamp using terminal A and connector B. The bulb will then be
grounded through the door jamb switches as per the circuit drawing.
Terminate one end of this wire with the terminal A and connector B, and plug into brake switch. Route this wire to
one of your stop lamps. Cut wire to length and double this wire with the cut off wire, using terminal E and
connector B, and plug into stop lamp. Route the other end of wire to the opposite stop lamp and connect with
terminal A and connector B. (Note: if using a third brake light, double the light blue wire (Third Brake Light) with
this stop lamp connection using terminal E and connector B. Route the light blue wire to the third brake lamp.)
If you are not using a third brake light, ignore the installation of this wire. Otherwise, connect this wire to the third
brake light.
Install terminal C on one end of wire and install in connector D at location shown on sheet 1. Route this wire to the
panel and insert it into the "HORN SW" location on the panel.
Install terminal C on one end of wire and install in connector D at location shown on sheet 1. Route this wire to the
panel and insert it into the "TURN" location on the panel.
This wire is a signal feed wire for your hazard lights. Route this wire to the panel and insert it into the "HAZARD"
location on panel. Route the other end to your hazard light system per the manufacturer's specifications.
American Autowire has 4-way flasher switches available...p/n 500221.
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